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The thought of becoming a parent is both fun and overwhelming. So many choices!! So many
decisions!! Sometimes it really becomes difficult to know when to splurge and when to save. In
addition, when you are becoming parentsâ€™ for the first time you must wish to bring all the things for
your baby that will make it happy and comfortable.  It becomes difficult to limit your choice according
to money. Nevertheless, as a smart parentsâ€™ you should think over it and spend sprucely. Make a list
of the things you think are essential for baby nursery accessory. Consider how long these furnitureâ€™s
or accessories will be in use. If you think they will be in storage in a few years, then cut them from
your must have list. Here are some baby room accessories that will help you save money without
compromising on the safety and comfort.

1.	Cribs and Mattresses

Among the entire baby nursery accessory crib and mattresses are at the top. It can be tempting to
buy the one you fall in love with. Additionally, a crib can be a good place to start saving money as
well. There are many baby furniture stores where you can get heaps of budget- friendly options for
new and attractive cribs. Buying a new and inexpensive crib is much better than buying the old and
re- used one as old cribs can lead to safety issues. Crib mattresses are also a great place to save
money; as spending more does not buy you more features.

2.	 Other nursery furniture

The full set of baby nursery accessories will be tempting, but if you will pay attention to the usage of
the items, you will find that the â€œexpensive accessoriesâ€• like storage box and separate changing table
can be easily replaced. You can store those tiny baby clothes in a less expensive dresser, or in a
basket. You could also skip the changing table entirely and just stock a cute basket with diapering
supplies and a waterproof changing pad.

3.	 Nursery themes

It could be more challenging to put a theme nursery on your wall, but you can have more fun by
deciding the theme and buying the matching pieces from the baby furniture store like such as
lamps, rugs or wall art. If you are not able to find something inexpensive you can try making your
own artwork, which will help you to convey the theme. You can be as creative as you can and make
your home overflow with baby and toddler gear in no time.

Once you will follow these tips, you will realize that what has termed as â€œsplurgeâ€• in the question has
actually become a wise decision. You just have to ensure that the baby nursery accessories which
you are purchasing are safe and made of good quality.
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Eddie M Smith is a mother & writer who specializes in Baby Bedding Sets and a nursery sets
expert. She share ideas about a baby room accessories, Nursery Sets and much more about a
baby bedding stores.
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